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shortly thereafter, the new and apparently heretofore undefined behaviors of the peripheral
component interconnect (pci) bus brought its first true monster into the industry. the popular video

electronics standards association, or vesa, released on october 2, 1987 its own open standard for the
pci bus called vesa local bus, or vlb. like eisa, it was a variant of the pci bus standard defined as a

low-cost means of providing a larger number of ports than the pci standard would support for a
single card. it also allowed for longer bus lengths than the pci standard would, allowing for a

substantial number of slots. vlbs wide variety of ports and slots allowed it to supersede eisa on every
conceivable platform, as well as offer completely new functionalities. most importantly, vlb offered,
and continued to offer, backward compatibility to almost all hardware employing a pci bus (with the
exceptions being software decoding chipsets for arcade games, as well as the on-card roms of later

model home systems like the lynx). vlb was so successful that by 1990, practically all 32-bit
computers used the vlb standard, the machines above all being ibm-compatible pc systems (albeit

with dual-speed vlb and slower "sbus" connections), the original ibm-compatible personal computers
and perhaps the most popular home computers of all time, the macintoshes. vlb was a major factor
in the decline of the original ibm-compatible pc, but it was especially damaging to atari, which had

chosen to base its lynx system on the more widely-adaptable vlb standard (in addition to its
commodity-based atari 2600 design, the lynx could run third-party games through a vlb adapter
which was provided free of charge), and which found its business model quickly overtaken by the

next generation of games.
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Youre reading a free lyric video review of The Off-Season by J. Cole (148k words). To read the lyrics
to this song, right-click here to download the MP3. I dont know, and I dont know who to

blame/Somebody call the cops but its all good/Ainhg wea gwad hood they agaed it/They buss back
and explain later, make it go away/Boys, I did it for ya, im sorry mom/I wish I was in my p.j's. But Im
still a grown man. I dont need my momma running to the police on my behalf/if you cant appreciate
your life, appreciate mine now as a child with a clear conscience/May God forgive me for the things
you see/Boys, im sorry momma, im sorry momma. Its very much like being a third grade classroom

and some of the kids didnt pay attention to the teacher. J. Cole is the teacher, this album is a way for
me to get back at the irresponsibles. The Off-Season is a cold lesson on the realities of sex, drugs,

and partying. It is a lesson on the dangers of popularity, corporate sponsorship, and imposters. It is a
real-time, shout-out to Dirty Sprite, Bold and Steady, and, of course, the Chronic. It is about fast cars
and riding around with your crew. It is about driving fast and recklessly (like with Jay-Z and Migos )
and it is about making love to your baby mama in a motel room. It is also about the drug game and

how its a permanent aspect of the American culture (just listen to Migos.) The Off-Season, as the title
suggests, is not a new-school album. Its a throwback, but its also quite a sad one, and its the perfect

representation of what this generation is facing. Its just that we already knew these things.
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